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 By increasing the popularity of online social networks among social networks users, the 
possibility of threat and attack to users by hackers is increased. Many of people are 

social networks users and use of their facilities and OSN users simply expose their 

personal and private information to others such as relation status, birthday date, school 
name, e-mail address, phone number and even their house address and if these 

information are shared without security policies, hackers may use of these information 

for misusing of users in virtual space and real world. In this article we investigated to 
survey security dangers and keeping users’ private frontage against these dangers and a 

general landscape of different solutions which can keep users better. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Using social networks is increased severely in recent years and these networks as virtual meeting place of 

people are caused to simplify relationships and allow users to find new friends and develop their friends and 

also share their information with their friends. For example, face book which is a popular sample of online 

social networks has more than 1023 billion active monthly users and from December 2013 to now, 945 million 

people are active mobile users in face book that according to statistics (O’Leary, 2013), 98 percent of users are 

young people between the ages of 18 to 24 that these statistics show that young people spend much time in 

social networks (Sadeghian, 2013). In sum face book users have more than 150 billion friendship relation and 

about 350 million pictures are uploaded in face book every day (Facebook, 2013). In addition to sharing and 

making relation with friends, social networks have other goals such as education, finding job, entertainments 

and many other cases. Hence we should consider that social networks may be a source of different threats for 

users’ security that unfortunately most of users have no information of security dangers such as private frontage 

dangers, destructive soft wares, fictitious profiles, etc. Most of users make available their private and personal 

information and the type of their relationship with their friends by sending picture or directly by presenting 

information such as home address, contact number, e-mail and so on. In face book, users by confirming 

friendship demand of other users share their personal information and if friendship demand of unacquainted 

people accepts, hackers may use of users’ personal information for harm to users in virtual space or real life and 

also harm for children and adolescents is more than adults. 

Since social networks are popular among people, personal information also expose in danger. Recently 

there is security anxiety which is getting personal information by OSN operators and third person companies. 

For example, by earning personal information, companies can share personal and private information of users 

for government that these information can be such as age, sex and income of user or more private information of 

user as sexual inclination .Some of information may be revealed indirectly even if user did not share them, for 

example sexual nature of  users forecasts according to sexual nature of his friends. So anxiety about private 

frontage based on OSN nature is more worrisome (Fire, 2013). For encountering to threats which noted above, 

multiple solutions are presented by OSN operators, security companies and university researchers. A social 

network as face book supports its users by personality confirmation process which is registration of a real 

person. Also some of OSN operators by supporting private frontage set up able users to keep their private 

frontage against other users in network.  
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The function of online social networks: 

Nowadays most of online social networks have millions of registered members which face book by more 

than billions of users is the most popular social network. We can mention other social networks such as Google, 

Twitter, LinkedIn, SinaWeibo, Tumblr and VKontakte. Hence most of experts believe that these social networks 

are temporary and new models substitute them. A recent survey which performed by Pio researches center and 

America life project showed that 72 percent of American adults use of social networks. Hence by Pio researches 

in 2005, only 8 percent of adults used social networks which this increasing is considerable (Brenner and Aaron, 

2013). Also these researches showed that among this 72 percent, 89 percent are between 18 to 29 which this 

statistics was 9 percent in 2005 (Fire, 2013). According to this statistics the time which users spend in social 

networks is being increased that by presenting social network soft wares for cell phone, the number of users 

increases day by day.  

Social networks cause to increase the relationship among users but we should consider that private frontage 

of people may endanger and in this way the personal information will be stolen especially that these networks 

are popular among children.   

According to statistics that in Mehr website presented by Mr. Tehrani, the expert of virtual networks, close 

to 85 percent of Iranian users in internet are the members of social networks that only 30 percent of suitable 

contents are published in this network. He also declared that 50 percent of popular websites in the world are 

social networks which this statistics shows the importance of these networks. He added that these networks can 

be a good bed for earning in cyber space which this topic is considerable in other countries and they are 

successful in earning but unfortunately in Iran the members use this network considerably for fun and users 

don’t prepare useful contents on network (http://www.momtaznews.com).  

 

Threats of social networks: 

By increasing use of OSNs, most of users are hacked unwanted by hackers and their private frontage is 

frightened. These threats are divided into four parts: 

 

Classic threats: 

This type of threats was made when the internet used considerably. It is often named destructive soft wares, 

spam, script site attacks and phishing which it is performing as a problem. Although these threats might be 

produced in the past, but according to structure and the nature of OSNs, they can convert to virus and distribute 

among users. Classic threats can use published information of user to attack to the friends of user in addition to 

attacking to user itself. Under here we survey the types of classic threats. 

 

- Trojan: 

It is a malware that disorders computer operations for the purpose of collecting user credit and accessing to 

the personal information of user. Trojans use OSN structure in social networks for their distribution among users 

and their friends. In some cases these malwares use forgery of user identity and send destructive messages for 

online friends of user. Cub face is the first destructive soft wares that were successful to publish through OSNs 

such as face book, my space and twitter.  

 

-Phishing attacks: 

Phishing attacks are a form of social engineering that gets sensitive and personal information of users by 

forgery of identity of third person reliance.  

 

- Spammer: 

They are users who use electronic message system for sending unwanted messages such as advertisement 

for other users. OSN spam uses the platform of social networks for sending advertisement messages to other 

users by making fake profiles. Spam may also use OSN platforms for adding comment messages to the pages 

which users observe them in the network (Fire, 2013). 

 

- Cross Site Script: 

XSS is an attack against practical programs of the web. User who uses XSS wants to misuse reliance of web 

clients in practical programs of the web and causes web clients handle destructive codes which is able to collect 

information. OSNs may suffer XSS attacks because of practical programs. 

 

Modern threats: 

Modern threats are exclusive to OSN space. These threats specially target personal information of users and 

also personal information of their friends. For example they try to find name of high school of face book users 

by using their friends’ information in face book. Then they make a fake profile and propose friendship to users 

for achieving their goals. If user accepts the proposition of friendship, they give their information. In other 
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method, invader can collect the information of user’s friends in face book and use these data for inductive attack 

for finding the name of user high school. In continue we explain the types of modern threats. 

 

- Click jacking: 

Click jacking uses a trick which users click on something that is different to what they thought. By using 

Click jacking, invader can compel user skillfully to send spam messages of face book in its time table (Fire, 

2013). 

 

- De-Anonymization attacks: 

In most social networks such as Twitter and My Space, users can keep their private frontage by using 

fictitious names. 

De-Anonymization can find real identity of users by using the methods such as network topology and 

membership in the group of users.  

 

- Face assessment: 

Most of people use OSNs for downloading their pictures and their friends’ ones. Millions of pictures are 

uploaded in face book every day (Facebook, 2013). Furthermore, most of face book users make the picture of 

their profile available that others can observe and download it. For example face in face book website allows 

that internet users observe profile pictures of more than 102 billion face book users (Facebook, 2014). These 

pictures are used for making a biometric database that will use without the satisfaction of OSN users.  

 

- Fake profiles: 

Fake profiles that are named Siebel are automatic and semi- automatic profiles which they are mimic of 

human behavior in OSN. In most of cases, fake profiles can use social networks for getting personal information 

of users. By starting friendship demand of other users which accepts most of demands; fake profiles can collect 

the private information of user that only is available for friends. Therefore, fake profiles can use for starting 

Siebel attacks, publishing spam messages or manipulation of OSN statistics (Fire, 2013).  

 

- Information Spreading: 

The most important work in social networks is sharing different data to others. Unfortunately most of users 

share much information about their organization, projects, productions, financial problems, organizational 

changes and other sensitive problems. Even in some cases, couples who are the members of these social 

networks share sensitive information about job affairs of their partner or each work that performs on an 

important project. We should consider that even sharing personal information such as home address and phone 

number in social networks is dangerous.  

 

Combination threats: 

Some attacks may be a combination of modern and classic attacks till users will be attacked in a more 

complex situation. For example invader can get face book password of user by phishing attack and then send a 

message containing click jacking attack in time table and at the result the face book friends of user click on the 

post and install a hidden virus in the computer of user. 

 

Threats for children: 

In addition to classic and modern threats that consider children and adolescents, there are other threats that 

consider younger people. The types of threats are such as: online pesky, dangerous behaviors, cyber 

inconvenience.  

 

Solutions: 

In recent years, the operators of social networks, security firms and researches of university tried to present 

solutions for comparison with above threats. In this part we presented the solutions may help to users in keeping 

private frontage.  

 

The solutions of social networks operators: 

Most of OSN operators try to keep the private frontage of user by activating security operations such as the 

mechanism of user identity confirmation or setting against its users. We explained some of these ways under 

here.  

 

The mechanism of identity recognition: 

For the purpose of being sure that if a user who registered is a real user or a fake user or a dangerous 

account, OSN operators use identity confirmation mechanism. For example recognition the picture of friends, 
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confirming the identity of several factors or in some times a demand of user to send a copy of his ID. For 

instance Twitter introduced two factors of mechanism of identity confirmation and when the user enters to 

Twitter, he not only should enter password, but a confirmation code will be sent to the cell phone of user. This 

mechanism causes to prevent the entrance of a user with fake account and also it prevents the distribution of 

wrong information. This mechanism prevents the events when a hacker steals an AP of Twitter account and 

wrong information distributed for making fear.  

 

Security set up and private frontage: 

most of online social networks support private frontage set up of user with different capability. Face book 

users can order the set up of their private frontage and they are able to personalize the observation of contents, 

pictures, writings and other cases. For example ordering the private frontage in Google: users can classify their 

friends such as the group of the best friends, the group of school friends, job group. 

 

Internal protection mechanisms: 

Some of social networks keep their users against spam, fake profiles, fraud and other threats by performing 

internal keeping mechanisms. For example face book keeps its users against destructive attacks and collecting 

information by activating Face book Immune System (FIS) (Fire, 2013).  

 

Users report: 

Operators can keep young users against danger by adding a choice to misusing report or inadequate policies 

by other users in network. In some countries, social networks such as face book added a panic button for better 

protection of children (Fire, 2013).  

 

Commercial solutions: 

Different commercial companies developed their traditional internet security choices and at the present they 

present special software solutions for OSN users for better keeping against dangers. In this part we presented 

main software and practical keeping solutions which security networks developed them. For example Semantic 

and Check point and also solutions which some companies made online permitted technologies and also open 

source solutions such as security suit of net scrip.  

 

Internet security solutions: 

some of security companies such as AVG, Avira, Kaspersky, Panda, McAfee and Symantec presented 

internet security solutions for OSN users. This software set usually contains anti-virus, firewall and other layers 

of internet keeping which helps to the users of OSN to keep their computers against destructive software threats, 

click jacking and phishing attacks. For example security software of McAfee for keeping its users against 

different threats provides Trojan, boot net and multiple sites.  

 

AVG Privacy Fix: 

AVG Privacy Fix is available software as cell phone software or web browser that presents a simple 

solution for its users by set up management of its private frontage in face book, LinkedIn and Google. In 

addition, AVG Privacy Fix helps to users to prevent more than 1200 online followers of its movement. This 

software recognizes income rate that users get for face book and Google.  

 

Phishing Protection: 

Phishing protection is added fire fox that warns to the users of face book to recognize doubtful activities 

such as script- injection.  

 

McAfee social Protection: 

McAfee social protection is cell phone software that allows to the users of face book to recognize exactly 

who can observe and download their pictures (Fire, 2013).  

 

Privacy in face book: 

Private frontage scanner for face book is android program that covers the set up of user private frontage and 

also recognizes dangerous set up that resulted in anxiety of private frontage. 

 

Net Nanny: 

Watch content Net Nanny is software that helps parents to keep their children against destructive contents. 

Net Nanny helps parents to supervise on social media activities of their children on OSN different sites such as 

face book and Twitter (Flickr, 2014).  

 

http://www.google.com/url?q=http://www.mcafee.com/&sa=U&ei=2n3HU6qONYPhsASIjYLwBA&ved=0CBcQFjAA&sig2=OwacP3_bf4OUxJFquf80pg&usg=AFQjCNEtol44dYfUxsdtWX155taoZhhISQ
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Scientific solutions: 

In studies which published recently, solutions for OSN threats are proposed. In the first degree these 

solutions concentrated on the recognition of users and destructive soft wares. In this part we presented studies 

which provide solutions for improvement of OSN private frontage set up and for recognizing phishing, spam, 

clone and fake profiles and Soc ware and for preventing information and place publishing. 

 

Average improvement of private frontage set up: 

In recent years several studies performed to help users for keeping private frontage. In 2010 Nish and 

Lafour presented a frame for designing a private frontage wizard for OSNs till automatically partitions private 

frontage set up with least try of users (Fang and LeFevre, 2010).  

 

Phishing recognition: 

most of researchers proposed anti-phishing method for recognition and preventing phishing attacks. Most of 

these methods try to be based on the ways that recognize phishing websites and phishing URLs. In 2012 

Agarval et al proposed Phishing method which can recognize a Twitter is written with URL or not? Phishing by 

special Twitter characteristics posted such as account time and number of user followers with doubtful Twitter 

(Aggarwal, 2012).  

 

SPAMER Recognition: 

Most of researchers recently presented the solutions of SPAMER recognition in OSN. In 2009 Ben van to et 

al presented algorithms for recognition of video SPAMERS which were successful to find SPAMER among the 

users of you tube (Benevenuto, 2009). In 2010 Debar and Vekseler used measurement of graph center for 

forecasting what user sends SPAM messages (DeBarr and Wechsler, 2010).  

 

The recognition of Clone characteristics: 

In 2011 Kunteksis et al presented a method for recognizing the portrait of social network profiles (Kontaxis, 

2011)]. They presented a primitive sample that can find if users which were attacked by Colon or not? In 2013 

Shan et al presented Clone Spot method that can develop in sub structure of OSN and also find Colon attacks by 

using the background of users as an entrance background IP of user which are available for OSN users (Shan, 

2013).  

 

The recognition of fake characteristics: 

In recent years the researchers developed algorithms, techniques and devices for recognition of fake profiles 

and preventing against Siebel attacks through OSNs. In 2006 You et al presented Siebel non-focused protocol 

that helps to prevent Siebel attacks (Yu, 2006). 

 

Advises and propositions: 

Our advice for the users of social networks is that they should delete unnecessary information and set up 

their private and security frontage. It is better that the users of social networks as face book perform necessary 

set up and make available their information just for themselves and for their friends. It is better that they reject 

friendship demand of anonymous people. At least they install one of commercial security soft wares and advise 

to parents that supervise on their children activities.  

 

Conclusion: 

The sites of online social networks can provide affective and fun services for users by sharing their interests 

and relationship with friends without geographical and economic limitations. 

Hence this network can put user in a serious danger of cyber security. Recently the number of users of this 

network increased that it causes the attention of hackers. Obvious understanding of problems related to security 

in social networks can help to user that finds the way of declining security dangers.  

In this article we investigated to study the threats of online social networks and also discussion about the 

way of protection to each of these threats that may endanger users and also presented the types of solutions. At 

last we proposed advices for users of social networks.  
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